HOW TO REACH ETRMA OFFICES:
2 Avenue des Arts, 7th Floor
B-1210 Brussels
Belgium

ETRMA

Just besides the ETRMA offices is the underground station "Madou".
If you come by car:
There are two parking spaces near ETRMA offices. The nearest is SCAILQUIN, located rue
SCAILQUIN (see map above). There is also another one located at the crossroads between
Avenue des Arts and Rue de la Loi (see map above).
If you come by train:
Coming from railway station "Gare du Midi-Zuidstation" you have two direct underground lines
(line 2 or 6 direction "Elisabeth") exit at "Madou". On exiting the metro you take the direction
“Chaussée de Louvain-Leuvense steenweg”. The entrance of ETRMA offices is then located in
the building on the right side, just between the hairdresser “Oliver Well” and the restaurant
“Pulp”.
If you come by plane:
At Brussels airport there is a train going directly to the railway station "Gare Centrale". From
there, you have the underground lines, No 5 direction "Herman Debroux" or No 1 direction
"Stockel" (it does not matter which one of these you take) and you get off at "Arts-Loi" (this is
the second station after "Gare Centrale").
From "Arts-Loi" underground station you have 2 possibilities:
1. Either you get the correspondence (line 2 or 6 direction "Elisabeth") and you get off at
"Madou" (this is the first station after "Arts-Loi")
2. Or you get out of the station (exit "Avenue des Arts - direction "Place Madou") and you have
a five minutes walk, maximum to ETRMA offices.
This should facilitate you reaching our offices should you choose not to take a taxi.
Taxi companies: Taxis Verts: (0032) 02/349.49.49
Taxis Bleus: (0032) 02/268.00.00
30 minutes is the normal time to go from the airport to ETRMA offices.
If there is anything unclear with these explanations, please don't hesitate to call us.
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